


Supply Items
VET HDO MD PRO 

VET HDO MD/BT PRO Bluetooth

for small animals

VETHDO MD/BTEquine

ü BOX

ü MDSWIN / HDO Manual

ü USB 2.0 Transfer cable

optional: BT1000 external Bluetooth-Adapter

__________________________

ü Power supply 

INPUT 100V - 240V, 0,4A 47- 63Hz, 

Output  6V ---- 1.5 A max.

__________________________

Battery powered possible

4 x AA LR6 1,5 V

Rechargeable Batteries

4 X AA 1,5 V min. 2400 mA

Supply Items
Modell:

qVET HDO MD Pro 

q VETHDO MD/BT PRO

Serial Number:  _ _ _ _

BT1000 Serial Number _____ _ _

Cuffs: Tail measurement is required

C1 - Cat and small dogs ü

D1 - Small dogs ü

D2 - Large dogs ü

H1 - Equine

___________________________

MDSWIN Software for analysis ü

XP Framework 2.0

Vista Win 7 Win 8

32 / 64 Bit

Warranty
Each System is warranted against
manufacturers' defects in workman-
ship and materials, under require-
ment use and with proper mainte-
nance for a period of two (2) years
after the date of original purchase. 

Date of purchasing  HDO

_ _ . _ _ . 2 _ _ _

Distributed by:

___________



Technical data sheet
Function and operation of each part:Brief explanations of each functionSee user manual Hardware HDO- for Software MDSwin- US / UK / DE / IT/ ESP/ NL

Raw materials :Generic name and their standards of each part mentioned in #1Rawmaterials_HDO-US / UK / DE / IT/ ESP/ NL

Electrical Standard / Classification

ManufacturerS + B medVETGmbH , Neuer Weg 4 64832 Babenhausen, Germany

Normal rated voltage of mains power supply (optional)

Normal rated voltage of the device HDO MD PRO

110-240V AC  1,5 A50/60 Hz  power supply for VETHDO Monitor 6V DC 

(internal batteries: 4x 1,5V AA// or external power supply 6V DC)

Electrical power consumptionVETHDO Monitor5 W

Type of ProtectionClass II

Degree of protection against electrical shockDegrees of protection provided by enclosures (IPCode).

Protection of patient against electrical shockClassification of the applied part (HUMAN)

IP30   Applied part  type B without defi-proof Power supply already approved, class 3inter-

nal pump not safety relevant because powered with SELV (safety extra-low voltage)

Isulation classIsulation class C

Ambient conditionsEN 60601-1:2008

Storage/transport+10 bis +40°C   30-75% atm humiidity 700-1060 hPa

System/Block Diagram

Block diagrammsee : Blockdiagram MD_UK,Schematic MD_US

System diagram (Isolations diagram )see Isolationdiagram_MD, HDO is isolated

Controll

Test and test standard 

S + B medVEThave entrust the European Notified Body EUROCATwith identification

CE 0535o test the electrical safety and the accuracy of data according the relevant stan-

dards  IEC/EN 60601-1, IEC/EN 1060-1+ 1060-3, 

Biocompability is shown by ISO 10993-1, 

Arisk management has been performed according  DIN EN ISO 14971

In-house test method
and their standard related to performance, function and workingof device

Warning for usesee : user manual hardware / software

Production flow chart 

(if there are several manufacturing plants, indicate which plant covers which process)

see : Flowchart of production

General

Shut down with Powersupply   /   Shut down with Batterypoweredafter 4 minuten in Standby, 

Shut down by deconnect the Powersupply

In the interest of environmental protection, please dispose of the device and batteries in accordance with

national of local regulations or environmental protection and recycling

Label according to



Changes of the basic settings possible via

Function menu parameter  
FP

Inflates up to 225 mmHg  150>=300

Deflation rate 9 mmHg/sec. 3>=18

Deflates up to 25 mmHg/end 

of measurement 5>=50

Gain 70 / 100 / 140 / 200 / 280 / 400 / 560 / 640

Cuff selection C1 D1 D2  H1

( H1 is only shown by HDO Equine )

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

---

0

---

---

Basic settings

The unit switches automatically

in a sleep mode if not in use for

more than 3-4 minutes. To

"wake up" the system simply

press START.

Wake up



Scroll  up

Changes the window and enter

the function menu

Scroll down

StartStopAbort

Keyboard

system wake up, system is booting 

confirms the selected cuff 

or double click

starts the function menu/submenu Parameters

stop a active measurement

finishes/leaves the function menu

00

00

00

00

SA

--

--

077

wake up the system

0-There is no data in the 

memory.

1-60-There is still data in the memory

starts the 
measurement

The system is ready to measure.

confirm cuff

Up and down between

functions C1 D1 D2

---

C1

---

AUT



Basic settings

Flashes - system records

Appears - weak battery

Automatic cycle (loop) is activated

Display of average data

There are at least 1/2/3 or more 
measurements saved in the memory

With 3 and more values 
an average will be calculated 

Function History = Displays data in the memory

Function Average = Displays the averages

Function Clear = deletes all data

Function Erase = Deletes single data of your choice

Function Loop = set up automatic intervals (Loop)

Function Download = Transfers data/graphs  to PC

Function Parameter = set up parameters

Up and down 

between functions

Changes of the basic settings possible via

Function menu parameter  
FP

Inflates up to 225 mmHg  150>=300

Deflation rate 9 mmHg/sec. 3>=18

Deflates up to 25 mmHg/end 

of measurement 5>=50

Gain 70 / 100 / 140 / 200 / 280 / 400 / 560 / 640

Cuff selection C1  D1  D2

P1

P3

P2

P4

P5

Display

---

0

---

---

FH

FA

FC

FE

FL

FD

FP



Up and down between 

average of each position 

No data in the memory

Flashes1 flashes if 1 measurement has 

been taken and automatically 

saved in the memory

Values and positions are displayed alter-

natengly

A maximum of 60 values can be saved

There are 2 values in the memory (history)

Function Menu Average

Up and down between

values 1-60

Function Menu History

Always the last value measured will be

displayed

There are 2 values in the memory

Average Value and total number of values

are displayed alternatengly 

Average of 9 measurements

back to the 

function menu

exit the function menu

back to the 

function menu

back to function menu

exit the function menu

Up and down between

functions

There is average data in the memory

There are at least 3 measurements in the
memory. This is the minimum for an average
calculation.



Up / Down between

readings

Function Erase

Deletes all data

Function Menu Clear
Deletes single data of your choice

exit the function menu

Submenu of the 

parameter  FE

Delete all data

There are 9 measurements in the memory

Flashes

Flashes

starts a new function

mode Flashes 

submenu  data

Flashes 

Changes
single-reading and position

Deletes reading

Confirms single-reading

FE

---

4

CLR

Fourth Value

Display flashes

FE

---

2

CLR

(Now FA will display the average of

the remaining measurements)

exit the function menu



Up/Down 

between values

Function Menu Parameter FP
Change Pre-settings

submenu of 

parameter  FP

Confirm all 4 parameters with

changes between 

parameters

P1P2P4P5
Cuff 
C1  D1  D2

Value is set/saved

confirms pre-set value

flashes: 

the value can be changed.

FP

PO

0

P0 -automatic  CAL

0-automatic  CAL off

1-automatic  CAL on

Up/down between minutes

Function Menu Loop

function menu exit

Automatic intervall of measurements

change between 
parameters 1 - 9 min. 

confirm set value

Display: loop active

Flashes0= no loop activated

Flashes  Value is set to 5 minutes. 

Every 5 minutes a measurement is

automatically taken.

Loop is not active

function menu exit

P0P1P2P3
Automatic CAL

0= Off 1= On

inflate up to 

150 - 300 mmHg

deflate up to 

50 - 5 mmHg

deflation rate 

3- 18 mmHg/ sek

Scan with 
a gain of  
70 - 640 



E-error display

--

--

--

E1Error  E1 - E6

Mesurement has not been  saved!

E 1abort by the user

E 2too many artefacts

E 3Amplitude of the signal is too weak

Gain goes up for one step in CAL 

measurement automatic

E 4Deflation rate is too slow

E 5----

E 6Cuff is too loose

Example: After 5 sec. do not coming 

up to 20 mmhg

pressure is longer than 8 sec. 

selection of cuff was wrong

Function AUT

FP

PO

---

0

The first measurement adapted the parame-

ters FP1-4 to the physiology of the measu-

red animal (Calculatory Measurement)

0 -   AUT On

1 -   AUT Off

When switching on, the MD is generally preset to average parameters 
(see basic settings)

What does AUT mean?

AUTis an automatic calculatory measurement, which will not be saved.

AUTmeasurement adjusts the MD-Set-Up after the first measurement.

FP 1-4automatically to each patient individually and this optimizes 
the following measurment. 

The chosen  Set-Up will be displayed alternatengly with the first 

reading and AUTwill appear when the reading is displayed. 

No AUTSet-Up will be displayed: 
the parameters have already been 
perfectly adjusted to the patient and no
changes have been neccessary. 

The first AUTreading will only be displayed 
but not saved.

AUT: This is a calculatory first 
measurement

175

12

5

560

---

---

---

CAL
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